60	' ARGENTINA
"'One thinks a good deal in England of a £5 note/' was the
remark to us of one Argentine; '' here one never goes out without
a fifty-dollar note (between £4 and £5) in one's pocket.0   Rents
are enormous, and a would-be purchaser told us ruefully that
he could not obtain in the suburbs a house with three sitting
and four bedrooms, on a plot of ground some thirty yards square,
under £15,000.   All this falls hardly on the visitor or foreign
official, but it affects the resident but little; an 8 per cent, invest-
ment is looked upon as reasonable and cautious, and for the
working classes wages are proportionately high.   The temporary
immigrant who-wishes to go back to Europe saves most of the
money by living -under very meagre conditions;  thus two or
three Italians frequently join together in one room at about
half the rate paid by less thrifty workmen.   Most visitors to
Southern Europe are acquainted with the little mansions, built
in the villages of their birth, by natives who have returned with
modest fortunes from the Argentine, and this is the process by
which that wealth is accumulated.   More rapid roads are occa-
sionally found to success.   Our Sailing-master was acquainted
with a former gaol-warder who went out as an emigrant from
" Southampton; his wife joined him, but came back before long,
saying little but that her husband was also returning.   In less
than two years the man was back with a competency for the
rest of his days, the source of which continued to be veiled in
mystery.
Science, literature, and art do not as yet thrive very largely
in Argentina, though exception must be made for the very
interesting museum at La Plata, whose director was most kind
in affording information to the Expedition.   The great recreation
is racing, in addition to which the inhabitants are all born
gamblers.   Sir Reginald tower, to whose kind arrangements for
us we owe much of the interest of our time in Buenos Aires, was
good enough to take us to a race meeting, and we were greatly
impressed with the lavish arrangements for the comforts of the
spectators.   It was also most pleasant to be spared all cries of
the bookmakers—the. betting system is that of the pan mutuel
The jockey club is the most important social club, and with
an entrance fee of nearly £300 is naturally extremely wealthy;
its existing premises are palatial, and even -so the removal to
wger ones was under consideration.   We were kindly enter-

